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The College Writing Committee celebrates the winners of SUNY Cortland's 
Seventh Annual Student Writing Contest and the winners of the Composition 
Program's Competition for the Outstanding Portfolio produced in CPN 100 
Academic Writing I and in CPN 101 Academic Writing II. The works in this 
booklet, which presents the winning entries in their entirety, were culled from 
a large pool of submissions and represent some of the best student writing at 
SUNY Cortland for the 2004 calendar year. 
Richard Leise, a graduate student majoring in English Education, 
received an award in the category of Creative Nonfiction for The 
Uniform of Relative Darkness," written in ENG 502 for Distinguished 
Teaching Professor Mary Lynch Kennedy. 
Jacqueline Deal, a graduate student in English, received an award for 
Academic Writing for "Chaucer's 'The Miller's Tale' and The Jerry 
Springer Show: Cheap Laughs, Great Ratings, and Sexual Deviation, 
written in ENG 530 for Professor Mark CiCicco. 
Judd D. Olshan, an undergraduate student majoring in History, received 
an award in the category of Academic Writing for "The Trojan Horse 
Incident," written in HIS 431 for Distinguished Teaching Professor Don 
Wright. 
Don Unger, an undergraduate student majoring in Professional Writing, 
received three separate awards: in the category of Fiction for "You 
Can Never Be Too Rich or Too Dim," written in PWR 295 for Professor 
David Franke; in the category of Creative Nonfiction for "Notebook of 
an Agitator," written for PWR 295 for Professor David Franke; and for a 
collection of three poems: "(id)Entity," written in PWR 295 for Professor 
David Franke, "Onward: Poetry for the New Millennium," written 
in PWR 413 for Professor Alex Reid, and "When You're Poor, Life is 
Punctuated by Pounding," written in PWR 213 For Professor Victoria 
Boynton. 
Jessica Webb, an undergraduate student majoring in Athletic Training, 
received the Outstanding Portfolio Award for "Society's Level of 
Consciousness" and "A Demonstration of Thoreau's Civil Disobedience 
Today," written in CPN 100 for Professor Lisa Neville. 
Nicholas Weekes, an undergraduate student majoring in International 
Studies, received the Outstanding Portfolio Award for "Work: Its Worth 
in Society" and "Knowledge Engulfed in Capitalism," written in CPN 
101 for Professor Ross Borden. 
The judging teams for the two contests included faculty members on the College 
Writing Committee and instructors in the English Department's Composition 
Program. 
Interested in participating in next year's contest? Please read the guidelines for 
submission on the last page of this booklet. 
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The Uniform of Relative Darkness 
"J Richard Leise 
just don't want to step on her tits." 
What was that? 
Well, whatever that means, he (my boss 
Frank) just said it, and now Frank hands me the 
last of a dozen red and white poinsettias that 
Frank has just finished wrapping in gold foil, 
and believe me I am correct in thinking there is 
no point in asking Frank for a second time what 
he means, because Frank never stops talking long enough for him to 
hear anything that I say anyways. I, am, simply, an, employee. 
As it goes, this woman, this Mrs. Kerre - the woman whose 
chest I should avoid walking on - is a real bitcher. 
From a line of bitchers. 
A long line. 
"But she's a paying customer," Frank reminds me now with a 
direct look, his old-man Swedish features (of the Seven, he looks like 
the Dwarf with the round, John Lennon glasses) locking into a face as 
the stern as the sentence, Now I know that you're relatively incompetent, so 
don't mess up the plants - this unrelatively simple task - in the time it takes to 
leave here and get them to her house, "and she's having some damn party 
later on tonight...." 
So go ahead and start your truck. 
In actuality, this truck that Frank refers to is really a van. A 
huge, cyanosis blue whale of a van, with no seats except the one for the 
driver and the one for a passenger. A special order with black, water 
resistant flooring and De Munn's Florists painted in yellow Abadi MT 
Condensed Light on both side windows and for some reason padlocked 
in the back so that when driving around I feel like people feel like I'm 
hiding a body inside. 
And of course the van isn't mine - it's Franks. 
But whatever. 
I nod as though Frank has just handed me a newborn and I 
walk slowly towards the back door. 
The poinsettia is nice; not one of the rattier ones that I bring to 
people who live in the trailer parks and who occupy the dizzy, rotting 
homes that dot the faces of the surrounding hills like hematomas. Full 
and round like the others, this guy is; red jagged leaves etched with 
dark blue veins and rimmed green black. Thick 
stalk; much more red or crimson than brown or 
even green. Probably goes for about twenty dollars. 
Twice as much as you'd pay at Stop-n-Save, but, 
then again, you get twice as much plant. Or so I 
hear. If s apparent that he's healthy - not pithy in any way at all - and he smells as warm as a 
worm on a wet summer sidewalk. If all twelve or so of Mrs. Tits' poinsettias are as fine as this one, she'll 
have some nice blooming flowers on the table at her dinner party. With my free hand, the hand not 
cradling the poinsettia, I twist open the door and back my way into the cold. 
If I've got a pet peeve it's someone just standing around. 
That sentiment, and, You're not gonna want to wear those sandals, is just about the only thing I 
can remember Frank saying the afternoon he hired me, and he's on the phone now and I need his okay 
before I can go, so I grab the broom from its spot on the wall and I take a pass over the floor. If s still 
pretty early in the morning so there's not much to sweep. Plus, my hands are still pretty cold from being 
outside, and it's hard for me to hold on to the handle with the strength necessary to sweep things along 
the floor. So I more or less just look at it. The floor. 
The floor out back where the men work (and by men I mean Frank and his son Tom) is fashioned 
out of some kind of strange rubber-like material and is as green as a tennis court. Now why exactly it's 
green I have no clue, but I have come to find that its texture is designed to prevent slippage and the like. 
Water spills from the vases or from the girls walking through with the watering can and when it's wet 
outside you track in all kinds of shit. Or so I'm told. I was surprised though when I found out how easy 
it is to sweep. You would think that wet leaves and petals would stick to a floor that grips a sneaker like a 
son of a bitch. Think again. 
Frank is still on the phone when Tom pushes air on his way down the steps and into the back 
room. The look on his narrow rat face is about the same as usual: tight and pensive with self-conscious 
concern, as though he was the C.E.O. of Disney instead of what he really is: the callous-thumbed rose-
arranging son of a small business owner who counts the days until dad retires thus catapulting him to the 
status of small business owner (entrepreneur!) overnight and freeing the monkey that is being thirty-five 
without a college education and working for your father in a small flower shop. Even the way he walks 
- today his steps are quick and his shoulders pump up and down like a runway model with a broken 
high heel - is an exercise for the day that he will eventually run the place. I realize that sweeping a floor 
that doesn't really need sweeping will not cut it for him. He won't say anything now - this is not his style 
- but two weeks from today something will go wrong and he'll get pissed and he'll say something like: 
It's just like that time my father was on the phone and you were just standing there with your 
broom in your hand. (And of course by broom he means dick) 
But you and your father were both there, I say, I wasn't trying to duck out of anything; I was just waiting 
on his okay to go out: if you want me to do something, you should just say so. 
But I shouldn't have to. 
But Tom, I say, I only get paid $4.00 an hour. And that's not to say that I'm not fine with that, because 
1 am. That's one of the reasons I like working for small businesses. Don't get paid much, but, then again, I'm not 
expected to do much. I show up on time - early even. I am polite to your customers. When it was warm out, over 
the summer, I dug a fucking ditch in your side yard. I'm reliable. What are you talking about? I think you get your 
$4.00 out of me eveiy hour. 
But for now he just brushes past and out the back door, most likely to the greenhouse to make up 
some dish gardens and wait for Rush to come on the radio. Tom has several pet peeves. With names like: 
Me, Mom, Tuesday, Talking To Anyone But Dad, Fat People. Me is probably his favorite though. He likes 
to take Me for long walks only when it is convenient for him and then he beats the piss out of Me with a 
newspaper after Me pisses on the living room floor only because he was too lazy to get up from his chair 
to let Me outside. 
Me thinks Tom is a dick. 
To hear my thoughts, you'd have to imagine that I don't care for Frank which is not the case at 
all. Now his son, Tom, that's one thing: that guy is a scrotum. But I like Frank. I really do. Sometimes 
I feel like grabbing him by the hair and driving my knee into his face, but he really is a nice enough guy 
if the situation permits it; and, perhaps best of all, he's the first person I have ever known who does 
not like at least one form of entertainment - and there has to be something to be said for that. At least 
not the type of entertainment that most prefer - the kind that you listen to or watch or read. He likes 
to drink, but that doesn't count: for Frank, like so many others in this town, drinking is much more an 
involuntary action, like the beating of his heart. He doesn't like sports - at least the ones that people get 
paid in money or education to play. And while he might go fishing or hunting with a friend, he d never 
pick up a copy of Bucks and Bows or tune in to an episode of Outdoors With Harry Grossman. What is the 
point? And the best part, I think, is that he'd rather talk to a person and hear what they have to say than 
read a book. I guess that his wife, Sharon, for a few Christmases years past, has gotten him as gifts a few 
books on tape, authors that she thought he might enjoy - Clancy, Koontz, Crichton, King - stuff to listen 
to while at work with a busy order, or when in one of the De Munn vehicles (there are a total of four) 
on a long delivery. But, if you listen to Frank, and he drops his voice and steps a bit closer to me like he 
does whenever he talks about Sharon, conspiratorially, eyes brimming with malicious thought, almost 
as if we are friends, Why read, or listen to people read — whatever — when you can just as easily have a 
conversation? 
"Well, that was MiGoche's on the phone," Frank says as he backs out of the cooler with a large 
casket piece in one hand and an unfinished spray in the other. Frank flutters his fingers towards a bucket 
of carnations on the floor and I bring him the flowers. One hand a bunch of red carnations and the 
other his black handled jackknife and Frank talks while he works and 1 stand here waiting behind him. 
He's been on the Atkins diet for a few months now and it has worked, Frank has lost a serious amount 
of weight, but now he is in desperate need of a new wardrobe. His corduroys hang way too low for a 
man in middle age. And it's just about impossible for him to keep one of his Polos tucked in for any 
substantial period of time. If he were a true figure of authority, I might have trouble viewing him in that 
light. Fortunately, standing here looking at Frank from behind, shoulders slumped and head cocked to 
the side, he just reminds me of my father. 
"Might as well take these first," he goes from whatever he was saying, "because the damn 
viewing is earlier than I thought or has been moved up or some damn thing. Doesn't matter. MiGoche's, 
Rich," and as he uses a hand to tuck the front of his shirt into his slacks, he takes a moment to look right 
at me, eyes wide as if he were talking to his grandson: "You know the one, right there on Maaaain St., 
across from the Sunooooco...." 
I've worked for Frank nearly five months now (about as long as I have lived here in Greenfield) 
and he still talks to me like it is my first day and I don't know MiGoche's Funeral Home from Yeral-
Thaed's. Which in a way is okay, because there are times when I still get a bit disoriented, but on the 
other hand is completely annoying and I feel like going upside his head with a bud vase. It's pretty much 
day to day. 
When Frank finishes some twenty minutes later I take and load the funeral work into the De 
Munn van with the rest of this run's deliveries; and, now, with these two orders, it's a pretty big one: 
accompanying the two long boxes full of poinsettias you have the dozen red roses arranged in a vase for 
a Mrs. Birdwood in guidance at the high school, a large, blatantly Christmassy centerpiece for a house on 
Norwood St., and a dish garden with fresh daffodils and an oversized, yellow smiley-face balloon for a 
woman named Vera who should just be out or just entering surgery at Memorial Hospital. With any luck 
I'll be out of the shop for an hour, maybe more. 
Backing slowly down the drive. 
Traffic is even lighter than usual - we here in Greenfield took about seven inches last night 
- and I take a snow-covered Williams south, towards Main. The De Munn van handles okay, but I take 
it slow. Underneath the fresh powder lies a layer of ice about an inch thick, has been there since the first 
major storm of the season, which hit a few weeks ago, the last day of November. De Munn tires creak 
and crunch the fresh powder into the ice, a sound that I can feel in my teeth. I don't know what it is 
about snow, but I really like it. I like it before it snows, too. Although then mostly in the day. With the 
sky leaden and low and on its side like a pregnant fish. Air as cool and as static as an unplugged electric 
blanket. Like now. 
I slide to a stop at the intersection. I look over my shoulder, out the side window. All that I 
can see is white. Perfectly white. Against all this whiteness, of white fading into white, the uniform of 
relative darkness, the stsirolF s'nnuM eD decorating the side window doesn't look yellow at all; in fact, 
its outline looks as black as a crow. 
This early in the morning we don't get any good sports talk - that won't come on until ten or so 
- so when I get sick of hearing the same news over and over I usually listen to The River in the morning. 
Pretty good station. It prides itself upon the celebration of musical diversity, but I have found that all that 
really amounts to is the occasional David Bowie tune in German and a lot steel guitar. Say what you will: 
it is different. 
As far as U.S. cities go, Greenfield is pretty old; and, accordingly, it has its fair share of cool 
houses. I can easily see myself winding up on one of these tree-lined streets like Williams and those 
north of Main. Not much of a yard either in front or out back, but by the time I have gone and am done 
with college, have moved into a small house with my (eventual) wife Charlotte and (maybe to be had) 
daughter Joyce, gotten (possibly) pregnant again with James - we'll refer to them as the "J's" - and am 
ready to look for a larger house off of a street with entirely too much traffic and closer to town and the 
school, I don't think I'll be up for much gardening or mowing of the lawn. I'll probably even be paying 
some neighborhood kid to do it for me, so the less yard the more money I'll save. And by then Mason 
will be dead and gone, buried in Foster's Pet Cemetery for forty bucks. (A place that I do deliver to from 
time to time) 
Most of these houses look the same and I'm sure this is because they were probably built about 
the same time: large, two and three story structures sided in different shades of blue, green, white, beige 
and yellow. Most with finished basements I'm sure. A quilt of homes with wide and painted wooden 
steps leading to screened-in front porches and front doors with gold and silver knockers baring the names 
of their inhabitants. Mansons. Bundys. White, skeletal frames of reindeer in postures of feeding - this 
year's models even have moving heads - ensconced with glowing bulbs and jury-rigged to crab grass 
decorating their lawns. Bare trees out front covered in white and colored lights that do not get unplugged 
for weeks on end because it's winter and I'm in New England and it never really gets light for long 
anyway. Moving slowly down these roads I see different things every day - house numbers, cracks in the 
siding, a woman in a purple-blue bathrobe standing in front of her window watching me pass by, small 
oval plaques bearing the c. dates of the homes, paint instead of siding - that I had missed during the 
summer, before fall, when the trees full of leaves hid most of what these homeowners probably preferred 
hidden anyway. Preferably, I'd like to live in a brick home, or one of grey slate with ivy growing on the 
sides but most of the brick or stone houses in town are on the way up and on top of Summit and Meeger 
Hills'and unless MTA strikes a deal in the next few years I think I'll have to settle for a white cape down 
here. With black shutters. 
On the left, just past Town Hall, there's the moderate-sized green where on summer and fall 
Saturday mornings you can walk to the farmer's market. Myself, persona y, m goo on ea^ o ^ ) 
but Charlotte and I still like to walk around and^watch 
people talking to one another and inspecting tomatoes and squash as if t ey re y now J 
doing. A fraternity of aging Deadheads, vegetarians, bike riders and would be anti-fur demo 
(if Saddam had not invaded Kuwait) picking up and smelling and rubbing and taPP™§ 
carrots and cabbages and cauliflowers, and, for some strange reason, can oupes. o 
and fading tank tops. And body hair. And bad pairs of glasses. It's what my s^terM^loty would call 
extremely Greenfieldian. Many of these marketeers bring their own hemp, brown handled bags, that 
despite a few stains, have held up as well as they expected. You can see some o em wi e same ags 
at Stop-n-Save on Sunday mornings. For some reason, the bags are on sale at the Greenfield Free and 
Public Library for $10.00. , . . , , , 
Once you pass the Wilson Farms, though, things get a bit less perambulatory and a lot more 
WalMart. Main St. has two liquor (up here in Mass package) stores down here, and, kitty-corner, they 
sit glaring neon angrily at one other even on Sundays, so that any day of t e wee , w ie er coming, or 
going, you don't have to cross traffic to pick up a handle of Seagrams or a thirty-pac o enny lg . 
There is Fuller's Laundromat, that, as usual, is anything but. I went there once and the place was so dirty 
that anything you could think to bring in looked clean before even running a sing e eye e iroug one 
of their machines. Then it is the rows and rows of Mack Aster's Chevrolet. The smooth concaves and 
startling taillights of Mack's huge inventory glittering and winking whatever passes for light this early 
morning. And of course to your right, just past MamaMia's, is the funeral home where the poor bury 
their dead - if you believe what you hear, that is. 
Flowers go out back. To get there, you have to swing through a narrow drive just barely wide 
enough for the De Munn van, eek yourself past a dumpster (which I have been know to hit on occasion) 
before throwing the van in park in MiGoche's wide, back parking lot, occupied today only by the home s 
two hearses: one black, one white. Because I'm wondering if people actually choose which color hearse 
they prefer to cart their deceased relative to St. Mary's or Stone St. cemetery in (the only two cemeteries in 
town), I am already inside and through the door and setting the arrangements on the carpeted floor of the 
main viewing room when I realize that I am not alone, that there is a body in a casket at the head of the 
room. 
This, of course, is not unusual in any way. There are four or five funeral homes in town and 
only two florists - and I'm the only driver for one of them - so I've seen my fair share of lifeless corpses 
by now. When I was first hired though, it was a little strange to look down upon the bodies of people 
I didn't know. I realize that it might seem banal to say, but it really is a bit unsettling. I mean, it is 
seriously as if the room itself is more quiet because of the body lying in it. There is literally nothing in 
your ears. No humming. Nothing from the outside. It is as quiet as a caught breath. 
Early on, I was transfixed by the body. I mean, my family is pretty small, and the only major 
deaths to have cropped up thus far in it (that being a grandparent on each side) both occurred far before 
I even understood what it meant to be sad, let alone link the concept with something like death, so I had 
no experience with even viewing lifeless corpses. In fact, come to think of it, I saw my first lifeless corpse 
here in Greenfield. It might have been nice for Frank or Tom to say, Oh, and hy the way Rich, you'll probably 
see a few bodies so be prepared, but after reporting my first lifeless corpse sighting with something like 
surprise, Tom only offered: Wait till you see a little kid. I have not yet and pray that I never do, but if I 
was to say that Tom would just say: You will. To be fair, I suppose that Frank and Tom are so used to 
lifeless corpses that the thought I might be upset never crossed their minds. I guess I can give them 
that. And I'm not even saying that I've ever been upset about it. Because I haven't been, really. But 
it is a strange thing to see a lifeless corpse live and up close, and to have no association with it. You 
still feel sad in a way, but you can't direct your feelings anywhere right in front of you, which is where 
they immediately try to go, so after bouncing off of the body of the stranger your emotions are free to 
run amuck. You're left to think about what you will feel when your emotions do not bounce back and 
instead stick to the body and the familiar face in front of you. You will not notice the light-pink satin 
pillow or the fact that you can see the reflection of your boots both inverted and regular off of the shiny 
black coffin. Hell, you won't even notice the coffin. You won't wonder if it is a wig because you'll know 
one way or the other. The person, for a dead person, will not look good, but dead. You won't think 
semantically about what it means to be drained of life because you'll be too busy missing someone to be 
thinking about anything else. 
Underneath the dim, shadowy glow of a main viewing room, looking at the lifeless corpse of a 
stranger is almost worse than looking at the first corpse of a person I know because of the very fact that 
my emotions are running amuck and they are free to attach themselves to anyone that they please. Some 
people are off limits, like Charlotte. The idea of looking at her dead body is far too much and thus I will 
myself to refuse to. I suppose the same will be said for James and Joyce if they are ever born. But my 
Mom - that's not too far out there. Or my brother Chris; he flies quite a bit - closed casket. My father. 
My sister. Not only can it happen, it will. Usually it is my grandmother though. Her wide and simple 
beautiful face as cold and lifeless as a stranger's. Her lips not fixed in a smile because of course that is too 
perverse but set in a posture of complacency which might make it worse. I think I might be drawn to my 
grandmother first because she seems so close to it. Most likely though it is because I have a love for her 
that is identifiable. 
I pull MiGoche's door shut behind me, hop into the De Munn van. 
Looking at my face in the rearview mirror. 
Me too, I think: I'm certainly not exempt. Turning the smooth, grey face of the control counterclockwise, 
from defrost to panel. It's a funny thing though, because I never picture myself. A large hunk of ice frees 
from the pattern created by De Munn windshield wipers, glides purposefully down the windshield, 
leaving, in its wake, a heavy, translucent trail, like a slug. Never picture myself lying flat on my back 
with my hands crossed over my chest. Shifting into drive. Odds-on, because there is nothing really sad 
in that. A left on to Main St. At least as I understand it. 
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Chaucer's "The Miller's Tale" and The Jerry SoringerShow. 
Cheap Laughs, Great Ratings, and Sexual Deviation 
Jacqueline Deal 
century American audiences have grown accustomed to 
witnessing human suffering in real time. With the advent of reality-based 
programming, including, but certainly not limited to, The Bachelor, American Idol, and 
Survivor, along with the mushrooming of pseudo-psychology talk shows like Oprah, 
Dr. Phil, and The Jerry Springer Show, experiencing human devastation through text 
can feel like a real let-down. It's hard to imagine, but people used to rely on literature 
to prop up their faltering egos. While many readers might find it unsettling to 
discover that the premise, albeit bastardized, behind such revolting television programming seems to 
be modeled after a classic literary genre - the fabliau - this essay will examine the striking similarities 
found within Chaucer's 'The Miller's Tale" and The Jerry Springer Shozo. 
Before either the tale is told or the show begins, we are given a warning by a figure, a figure 
that seems to be outside of the material we are about to experience. Yet, without a doubt, each is 
playing an integral role in it. In the case of the tale, it is Chaucer the pilgrim who plays that role. Linda 
Lomperis points out that, 
The apologetic tone of his remarks ("Blameth nat me..." 3181), his self presentation as 
a mere repeater of someone else's words (3172-75), and his effort (however sincere or 
ironic) to direct readers' attention away from the tale he is about to tell (3176-77) all 
work together to absent the pilgrimnarrator's [sic] body in the very midst of its textual 
inscription (1995). 
Likewise, the show provides its potential viewers with a warning in the form of a simple image 
on the screen which reads, "Not suitable for young children." This warning, written with the official-
sounding tone of the F.C.C., seems sincere, even conscientious. However, if we stop to take a look at 
it, we realize that it is part of the show. In both cases these warnings go far out of the way to appear as 
though they are intended to dissuade the audience, to protect the audience from the ribaldry they contain. 
Rather than chasing us away, they entice us to look closer. 
Once we decide to resist the better judgment of our would-be, invisible, advisors, we quickly 
learn that both the tale and the show are stories of secrets and exposures. Louise Bishop argues: 'The 
word [pryvetee] and its variants become a leitmotif through the tale, alerting us to the comedy inherent 
in domestic secrets and the misprision and misuse of divine ones, no matter how mistaken they - the 
characters or the secrets - may be" (2002). The list of private issues made public is extensive: both 
Alisoun and Nicholas expose their naked bodies, and in doing so, their affair to Absolon; Absolon reveals 
his violent nature by seeking out a weapon with which to punish Alisoun, and John's status as a foolish 
cuckold is uncovered for the whole town to see when he crashes to the floor and tries to tell how he was 
tricked. It is not only the absurdity of the circumstances, but also the titillating features of them, that 
makes us laugh. 
Guests, or what I will refer to as "participants" from here on, of The Jerry Springer Show travel 
from all parts of the country for an opportunity to reveal secrets not just to their loved ones, but also to 
the studio and television audiences. These secrets usually disclose an infidelity and typically disclose 
some form of homoeroticism. More importantly, though, they are always grotesque in nature. It's not 
simply, "I'm cheating on you," but "I'm cheating on you with your mother." If s never, "I'm gay," but 
"I'm gay and I'm the wizard of the local gay K.K.K. chapter." It is the scale of the revelations that first 
disgusts, then intrigues, and then entertains us. 
How is it, though, that we can feel justified in being entertained by the misfortune of others, 
whether those others are the characters from the tale or the participants from the show? One reason 
might be that they are caricatures, not characters: Alisoun is the young, wild wife of an older man; 
Nicholas, the clever boarder out to cuckold his landlord's beautiful wife, and Absolon, the vain, 
squeamish fop. H. Marshall Leicester is one scholar that agrees: 'The characters... occupy thoroughly 
traditional... roles, indeed they are those roles, humors or cartoons, not persons" (1994). The funny thing 
about caricatures is that we don't really have to care about them. The intention behind their exaggerated 
features is to amuse us. So when Alisoun behaves badly by cheating on her husband and sticking her ass 
in Absolon's face, when Nicholas's flesh is burned and torn off by Absolon's scalding "kultour" (3776), 
and Absolon is humiliated and insulted by the Alisoun's and Nicholas's cruel trick, we can laugh because 
they never really mattered, as people, to us. 
In the show, too, the participants are described by Jerry in caricature form: "Meet Ashleigh, a 
beautiful, lesbian stripper who is furious with Lacey, her unfaithful lesbian lover. And let's not forget 
Harley, the rough and tumble lesbian that stole Lacey's heart away." These descriptions are reductive. 
They disallow the audience to imagine the participants as anything other than one-dimensional losers 
whose purpose is to entertain us with their stupidity and shortcomings. The problem is that the kind 
of laughter that this form of entertainment produces is an act of forgetting. We forget that the beautiful 
lesbians have mothers and children and jobs; we forget that the only thing that really separates us from 
them is a bad choice: they made a decision to expose their vulnerability to an audience that can't see the 
human behind the caricature. 
Of course, the humanity is difficult to locate in some instances. Another parallel between the tale 
and the show is what Lomperis points out as an identity and performance issue: 
...the Miller's Tale seems to locate questions of identity specifically in the mode of 
performance: people achieve recognition in this tale, establish their identities, that is, 
largely through their acting abilities, through their abilities, that is, to deliver convincing 
performances of conventional social roles. Such an understanding of identity indeed 
makes much sense in the context a narrative such as this in which characters spend most, 
if not all their time engaging in theatrical activities - dressing up, repeating scripted roles 
getting up acts, keeping up appearances (1995). 
or example, when Nicholas first comes on to AJisoun, she alludes to lines she "will" say rather than just 
saying them: Lat be, Nicholas, / Or I wol crie 'out, harrow' and 'alias'" (3286-87). Furthermore, part of 
t ic plan that Nicholas devises to fool John is to pretend to be in a trance, listening to God's word. Finally 
so on plays the part of a courtly lover by repeating the language of the Song of Solomon. The roles that 
ie characters play add to the humor of the tale, but also serve to mask the depth that might be present 
underneath the farce. or 
As a writer, Chaucer can manipulate the actions and words of his characters in any way that 
e c nooses to make them fit the roles he has designed for them, but The Jerry Springer Show deals with 
people, so how does Jerry ensure that the participants won't fail to act according to the roles he has 
assigned them (and it's important to note here that they are all assigned to play the same role - the fool) 
to play. He, like Chaucer, uses methods of manipulation. 
In order for the show to be a success, the participants must embarrass themselves. Even though 
a careful observer of the show can see that glimmers of self-respect attempt to inhibit the participants 
rom behaving foolishly, Jerry knows techniques to incite the rage needed to make the participants 
orget who they are. If a brawl of open-handed slaps turns into a screaming match and then quiets to a 
temnPrT' — I be" ^  CUGS the ParticiPants to start swinging. Another method he uses to keep 
tmptrs flaring is to ask provoking questions (usually about a participant's history) that are sure to start 
cha^sZr'siM '"'I aPPr°f,h 18 t0,get the S,Udi° -dience members involved^They often Mtia 
the participants fo Zt ' * d°Wn' ^ y°U SUCk" that ^ ^  e£fective » 
,™nkl,ns ln wa/' one could compare this manipulation to the glossing that Absolon uses to 
are H ft 'S frequentl>r not even acknowledged in society"... Alisoun's words 
a e divorced rom power and her body is subject to the interpretation and mcT.taZ 
(DonXnnW13M0)mar X  ^36 8 S6XUal *** and Want to her sexually" 
sI^ nlcm T^the'pTwe^   ^^  ^  
Although they too are probably unaware tt aulncTmemb ^ 7 ^  lnterPreta«°"-
persecutors. IPs a safe guess that they am actual,y much more com l^nate ptp"'££££ 
On the show, they act maliciously and without conscience. Just as "Absolon's sugary lines 
from the Song of Solomon, Nicholas's fart music, and John's dizzy accusations all receive an... audience 
response, as each man's private pretensions are reductively involuted, the private dwindling abruptly 
into the public" (Woods 167), the audience responds with shock and horror when the participants reveal 
their most private and challenging circumstances. The audience further ridicules the participants with 
insulting comments and questions. The audience members enjoy playing the role of persecutors, not 
remembering while under the hot lights of the studio that they are also individuals entrusted with the 
responsibility, as we all are, to treat other individuals with respect. 
One explanation for tills "forgetfulness" might be found in Michael Calabrese's work. He 
suggests that, "Absolon, as the medical works [for lovesickness] advise, faces the unadorned 'reality' of 
the female body [when Alisoun bares her bottom to him] and sees the animal, physical and thoroughly 
unromantic side of his desire" (14). On a large scale, the audience is so revolted by the "animal behavior" 
of the participants that they are temporarily "cured" of their superficial level of love and compassion 
for other human beings. It is at this point that they become comfortable classifying them and treating 
them with disregard. The irony here is that by using crude language and a mocking tone to berate the 
participants, the audience members are displaying the same ignorance and "animal behavior" they are 
criticizing. They mistakenly believe that since they have been given license to do so (by being in the 
audience rather than on stage), that they are somehow privileged and beyond reproof for their actions. 
In spite of this tendency for characters and participants (and audience members!) to behave as 
they are directed, there are some that simply refuse the roles to which they have been assigned. In the 
tale, for instance, John is depicted as "jalous" (3224), and we are told that he "demed himself been lik 
a cokewold" (3226). However, Leicester points to the text to argue against that interpretation of John's 
character: 
Far from keeping Alison 'narwe in cage' (3224) he is well-known for going off to Oseney 
for 'a day or two' (3668) leaving her at home with Nicholas, he does not react at all to a 
perfect opportunity to show jealousy the first time Absolon serenades Alison beneath the 
shot-window, and worst of all he nearly always betrays an apparently unselfish concern 
for the welfare of other characters, especially Alison, his 'hony deere' (3617) (1994). 
Further evidence is found within the debate over the word "gnof," which is used to 
describe John and that some scholars have argued is synonymous with "churl." R.T. 
Lambdin disagrees with that definition based on the following: 
...when Nicholas convinces John of the impending flood, John's first words are "Alias, 
my wyf! / And shall she drenche? Alias myn Alisoun!" (3522-23). He is so taken aback 
that he almost falls down and adds, 'Is ther no remedie in this cas? (3225). Clearly, 
this is not the response of a churl; this moving scene alone discredits the contextual 
interpretation of the use of 'gnof,' when applied to John, as meaning 'churl.' Surely it can 
be seen that John is not a boor, a lout, or a surly man, the common definitions for "churl" 
(1993). 
In other words, John's actions repeatedly belie his portrayal. 
Although it seems certain that the show would try to avoid this, it does invite the occasional 
guest that has too much dignity to behave the way he is expected to. This is usually the guest whose 
purpose (like John's in the tale) is to be shocked and horrified by some secret, and then to react violently 
and dramatically. But this unusual guest surprises us. Rather than kicking and flailing and cursing, 
he looks at his feet and refuses to be further degraded by crying. He declines his role and transfers his 
shame onto the audience. 
One role that is rarely mentioned in Chaucerian scholarship is that of blacksmith. Cornelius 
Novelli addresses this deficit: 
Observing that "it is doubtful that twenty-five lines would be present to show where 
a character obtained a prop unless there was something special about the prop and its 
owner," Edmund Reiss cites commentaries that associate blacksmiths with the devil. H 
Fasciculus Morum, for example, describes the devil as inflaming a soul with sensuality as 
a blacksmith blows on a fire; and like a smith, the devil 'works the hard and obstinate 
heart on his forge, making of it what he pleases" (169). 
Considering the prop and its use, it is easy to see the relationship that Reiss finds between blacksmiths 
and the devil. The parallel to the show, of course, is Jerry's craft of manipulating his participants in an 
effort to provide entertainment for the television audience. 
Novelli offers a counterpoint to Reiss's work: 
[Absolon] has switched wholeheartedly to another sin, a mad plan of revenge worthy 
of King Lear; in other words, an alternate concupiscence. What he needs is a spiritual 
advisor. What he gets is Gerveys. Chaucer's use of the blacksmith at this point is entire 
appropriate. Although blacksmiths did, as Reiss points out, carry sinister overtones in 
the commentaries, another interpretation of them based on Ecclesiastics (Sirach) was tha 
they represented preachers, that is, those who worked in the world to reform souls (171) 
Although it is hard to reconcile, there is a connection to the show here. Unquestionably, the 
participants of the show need a spiritual advisor. What they get is Jerry. Each episode of the show 
concludes with a segment titled "Final Thought," in which Jerry looks at the camera and offers some 
SfntlJnS.nt^1 adTice about love and relati°nships. While Jerry's advice during this segment may be good 
it is difficult to forget that it also contradicts the spirit he has "forged" throughout the rest of the show. 
The audience seems to be able to overcome this difficulty, encouraging participants to trust Jerry with 
chants such as, Give Uncle Jerry a hug, Give Uncle Jerry a Hug..Some supporters of the show might 
even rationalize that Jerry, at the expense of his "guests," provides spiritual guidance by teaching the 
way that we should treat one another, via contrast. That is to say, if the participants feel remorse for the 
make In  t t, T °? Sh°W (and the treatment they received as a response) they might 
make attempts to behave in an alternative fashion in the future 
m™ s T'Tkd? °f ?!le grandfather of English literature's" work to The Jerry Springer Show 
may seem like heresy to some. W.thout a doubt, Chaucer's work is expertly crafted. He is a mister 
s oryteller, he is able to create unforgettable characters that make us laugh each time we read about 
ranH^httbe,.C°."ld f|ue that Thekrry Springer Show has no place in a scholarly essay but no one 
can doubt the validity of the question that both should force us to ask oursplvp^- 'TV, um 1 i u 
we know that in the same situation, we would behave in exactly the same way as Absolonfor the^"56 
participants] does, or because we hope we would not?" (Walker 2002) 
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The Trojan Horse Incident 
Judd D. Olshan 
f ^ 15,1985, the CBS Evening News in the United States broadcast less 
than two minutes of footage from a disturbance in Athlone, a township in the Cape 
Flats, outside of Cape Town, South Africa. Viewers watched as armed men shot from 
crates on the bed of an orange railway truck into a crowd of students.1 Two children 
and a young adult were killed and many more wounded as security forces used 
shotguns to attack the crowd. No tear gas was used in an attempt to clear the crowd, 
nor were rubber bullets employed. The videotape that held the incident had been 
rushed to the airport where it was flown out of the reach of government censors.2 The 
broadcast was credited with contributing to the growing opposition to Apartheid, 
especially in America.3 Because security forces had either hidden their identity or were 
concealed in crates, the attack became known as the Trojan Horse Incident. 
The broadcast created unwanted attention for the Apartheid state. Legislation 
such as the Protection of Information Act already prohibited the publication of any 
information prejudicial to state security with jail time and fines.4 After the incident, a 
ten year imprisonment penalty was imposed for even filming disturbances.5 Under 
such conditions, news organizations in South Africa were forced to limit their coverage 
of violence within the country. Even liberal news organizations were careful about 
what they printed. The Trojan Horse Incident, which had received prime time coverage 
abroad, appeared locally only on page three and five of the Cape Argus.6 
The story of the Trojan Horse Incident is one that exemplifies the inherent 
violence of Apartheid. Apartheid legislation regulated every segment of South 
Africans' lives. The racist nature of Apartheid trapped South Africans within a system 
that limited their rights and potential by race, condemning most to lives of poverty and 
violence. It forced people into a struggle to survive in which their only recourse lay 
in opposing the state. The Trojan Horse Incident was unique only because it had been 
caught on tape and broadcast abroad. Violence, created by Apartheid, much of which 
was unreported, occurred daily. The forces that conspired against both victims and 
perpetrators of the Trojan Horse Incident existed long before it took place. Perhaps as 
much as any other episode, the Trojan Horse Incident illustrates the major issues of the 
1980's that combined to lead toward Apartheid's demise in the 1990's. 
In 1985 the Coloured7 township of Athlone was filled with tension. Young 
people wandered the streets, looking for ways to vent their frustration and rage, 
barricades where cars were often brought to a halt and set alight.8 South Africa had 
entered into a new phase of the struggle caused by Apartheid. 
In 1982 and 1983, leaders of the ruling Nationalist Party had introduced 
legislation to incorporate the Indian and Coloured populations as junior partners 
in the political process. The move was seen as a blatant attempt at cooptation and 
was regarded with contempt by those it sought to win over. The response to the 
government's plan was the formation of the United Democratic Front (UDF) which 
included over five-hundred de-centralized civic, youth, women's, political religious 
anti-apartheid, labor, and student organizations.9 Local struggles relating to housin-
labor, and education were linking through the UDF, facilitating an insurrectionary movement that had a 
wide base of community support.1 
During this "insurrection of 1984-1986," as historians have come to designate it, African 
communities attempted to drive the agents of the state from their midst.2 Township youths formed 
groups called "commerades," which set up barricades, threw stones, and used petrol bombs. Other 
segments of the community used rent strikes and consumer boycotts. Guerilla attacks increased, 
especially against black township police and government councilors. Necklacing, the practice of killing 
by trapping a person inside a tire and then setting it alight, was the fate of hundreds of those who were 
seen as collaborators. Systems of indirect rule sponsored by Apartheid were largely removed, forcing the 
government to use direct intervention.3 
The government responded with increased violence that included the use of long batons, tear 
gas, and firearms.4 Security forces underwent an increased buildup as the Nationalists moved to quell 
the insurrection. The state of emergency that was declared in July of 1985 for thirty six of South Africa's 
266 magisterial districts allowed for unrestricted use of security personnel. This was later extended to the 
Western Cape in October and to the rest of the country in June of the following year.D By August of 1985, 
between 650 and 879 people had been killed, almost 400 directly at the hands of police.6 The use of open 
force by the government fueled desires for retribution and helped consolidate and validate the resistance/ 
The recent disturbances could not have been too far removed from Amina Abraham's mind, 
when, on October 15,1985, she found herself hurrying along Thornton Road in Athlone with her two 
children, Toyer and Ashraf. The armored security vehicle called a Casper that they passed on their way 
to their Muslim school would have been a potent reminder of the recent violence. After she dropped the 
children off at school, she went for her daily visit with close friend Zainab Ryklief, who lived in a house at 
the corner of St. Simons and Thornton Roads. As the women watched a growing crowd of students at the 
intersection, Amina felt something evil in the air.8 
The students outside of the Ryklief's home were only a fraction of the seven hundred thousand 
youths nationwide who were out of school that year because of school boycotts or school closings.9 
South African students had a long standing tradition of protest that began over such relatively trivial 
matters as food quality in the 1940s and grew increasingly sophisticated.10 The 1953 Bantu Education 
Act had centralized education for Africans, taking students out of the various schools run by provincial 
governments, churches, and communities.11 This centralization in many ways aided the sophistication 
of student resistance by concentrating youth within a system designed to oppress them.12 Control over 
education was one of the pillars of Apartheid, making it a primary issue in the freedom struggle.13 
By 1985, student movements had been gaining momentum for a decade. In June, 1976, police had 
attacked twenty thousand students protesting in Soweto, sparking nationwide unrest. Close to a thou­
sand students were killed in clashes with police that year, fifty of them from the Coloured townships 
of the Western Cape.1 In 1979, the Congress of South African Students (COSAS), a federation of student 
groups at secondary schools, was formed. The next year, school boycotts broke out in the Western Cape to 
demand that South African Defense Force veterans be removed as teachers and that banned students be 
re-admitted to school.2 At Alexander Sinton High School on Thornton Road, a committee connected to the 
Cape Youth Congress, a smaller federation among Cape schools, participated in the boycotts. A United 
States congressional study tour that visited in 1980 summed up what African students already knew: 
'The South African government has used education as a political instrument to keep black South Africans 
in a semi-permanent state of ignorance and economic depravation."3 
deprived of.2 The Bantu Education Act had been replaced by the Education and Training Act in 1980, 
which provided for compulsory education, free books, and tuition, but was never un e . mis er 
of Education Punt Jackson put it bluntly in 1980: "We want to give white education the very best, and 
then we want to give the other people the best possible..."3 The student movement in 1985, through the 
unifying forces of the UDF, had been brought into the mainstream freedom movement. Students were no 
longer fighting only for their needs; they were fighting for the total removal of Apartheid. 
Amina Abraham knew that the children's young age would not protect them. The police had a 
record of violence with regard to students and routinely opened fire to disperse crowds. Just a month and 
a half earlier, twenty four people had been killed in a peaceful "free Mandela" march to Pollsmoor prison. 
The next day, Cape Town police had wreaked a Coloured school and used rubber bullets and tear gas on 
students while they were in their classrooms. On September 3, police raided nearby Vista High School, 
holding teachers and students at gunpoint while they carried out arrests.4 The casper Abrahams had seen 
earlier and the growing crowd of students outside alarmed the two women. Abrahams decided to pick 
her children up early and get them home. 
Most of the students the two women were watched attended Alexander Sinton High School, 
just down Thornton Road from the Ryklief home. The school had been raided on September 17, just 
over a month before, when it had re-opened its doors in contravention of a government closure order. 
Parents, teachers, and students had been arrested on the premises. Community members stepped in and 
surrounded the building with their cars, locked their doors, and walked away, momentarily trapping 
police and those they had arrested inside. Police responded by firing birdshot, tear gas, and rubber 
bullets.5 
As Abrahams hurried back to the Muslim school to collect her children, security forces had 
already gotten underway with the day's operation. A regional task force, consisting of the South African 
Railway Police, the South African Police, and the South African Defense Force, was working out of a 
Joint Operations Center (JOC) located in nearby Manenburg. The October 15 operation was designed to 
address the stone throwing in the Athlone area, as well as the damaging and burning of private vehicles 
at makeshift blockades.6 
The task force arranged for an unmasked railways police truck to enter the area with security 
forces concealed within crates in the back. The driver and his passenger were instructed to wear khaki 
coats over their police uniforms. The rationale was that a marked police vehicle or visible uniformed 
officers would scare away the ringleaders of the unrest. Sneaking up on a group would allow security 
forces to identify those leaders and make a maximum number of arrests. Officers were told to carry side 
arms and automatic shotguns loaded with birdshot and AAA ammunition, the smallest type of pointed 
shot. Each officer carried only one pair of handcuffs. Before they left under the command of Lt Douw 
Vermeulen, Major Christian Loedolff, the head of the JOC, reminded him of section 49 of the Criminal 
Procedure Act: if there was no other way to perform an arrest, then a person could be killed and violence 
used to achieve the objective. The truck was to follow a route that would take it right down Thornton RnaH 7 ° 
Amina Abrahams reached the Muslim school and asked the principle if she could take her 
children early. Seeing she was upset, the principle walked her and the children to the corner, where the 
15 
casper was still parked. Abrahams hurried her children back to her friend's home, near where tires were 
now burning in the intersection. After reaching the Ryklief's house, she wanted to continue to her own 
home. Zainab Ryklief told her not to go, however; there were too many people in the street and it was 
not safe to be outside with younger children. While the children went to the bedroom to play, Amina 
Abrahams, Zainab Ryklief, and her mother went to the kitchen. Abrahams felt a bad premonition as she 
watched the growing crowd through the window.1 
Ismail Abrahams, a nephew of Amina, who was playing at the house, also wanted to go home. 
Zainab Ryklief had just ushered her own children and some of their friends into the house, but Ismail 
insisted. Ryklief's two sons, Ismail and Shafwaan, and their friend, Shaun Magmoed, decided to walk 
with him. The younger children, who had been playing in the bedroom, went to see them off. As they 
walked away from the house, they saw the orange railway truck near the intersection. Soon after, 
members of the crowd began throwing stones. In the next moment, gunfire erupted from the truck.2 
Standing orders for South African security forces explicitly discouraged the use of warning 
shots; the risk was too great that shots could injure someone some distance away and they would only 
serve to incite a crowd.3 The children, who had made it just a few steps from the door, turned and ran 
back towards the house, which officers on the truck were now pelting with bullets. Ten-year-old Toyer 
Abrahams, who had come just outside to see what was going on, tripped in front of the front door and 
was picked up by his friend Shaun, who threw him into the house. Believing all the children were inside, 
Zainab slammed the door shut behind him.4 
In the Kitchen, where she had been looking out the window, Amina Abrahams fell to the ground 
and then began desperately trying to locate her children. She picked herself up and ran to the door, but 
Zainab Ryklief and her sister held her back as she tried to go outside. As the three women crouched by 
the door, bullets continued to smack into the house. The children dashed into the bedroom. Shaun leaped 
onto the bed and Toyer hid underneath the dressing table.5 
When the shooting stopped, Abrahams rushed to the bedroom to find her children. Toyer and 
Ashraf had both been shot and she gathered them in her arms. She called for Ryklief to help her, but 
her friend has been shot in the shoulder and was also trying to locate her children. One of her boys was 
hiding in a chicken coop in the back yard and as police came to the house he strangled the hens to keep 
them from making noise. Shaun asked Toyer of he was all right, but before he could answer the front door 
was kicked in. Toyer looked up at Shaun, who was lying on the bed. He looked back at Toyer and said 
"the struggle must go on." Those were his last words.0 
Chaos engulfed the neighborhood. One man came into the bedroom and leveled a gun at Amina 
and the children. The phone was pulled out of the wall. It took a long time for the ambulances to arrive. 
By the time they came, Shaun had already died, Ashraf was near death, and Toyer was bleeding from 
a gunshot wound in his leg. As news of the shooting spread, crowds of angry adults descended on the 
intersection near the Ryklief home and the high school. Community doctors had to disguise themselves 
in order to get past police barricades to treat wounded children, who had taken refuge in the surrounding 
houses.7 
Twenty-one-year-old Jonathan Claasen, was also dead; he had been killed in the street. He had 
not been part of the demonstration earlier in the day, but had either joined the crowd later or just been 
walking home from work where he had been all day. Claasen had been a street kid who used to beg 
for food. He had found a family to take him in and later had taken a job. His adopted sister, Charmain 
Jacobs, had been scared to go to the police station to find out what happened to him after the shooting 
and was accompanied by two UDF men. At the Station, the policemen to whom she spoke simply said, 
the pig has died from throwing stones, do you agree with me bushman? Jacobs did not know what had 
happened. She signed the papers required for the release of the body, a statement which, among other 
things, demanded there would be no more than fifty people at his funeral.1 
Eleven-year-old Michael Miranda, was another one of the children killed on October 15. He died 
across the street from the Ryklief household. When he did not come home that night, his parents held 
out some hope that he had been taken in by one of the households near the incident. His mother went to 
the police station that evening, but was told to go home. The next day, a family member found Michael's 
body at a mortuary. He had two bullets in his forehead, three in his face, and one in his throat. Michael 
h^H honn -A o had been throwing stones/ 
The Trojan Horse Incident did not end after the shooting stopped on October 15. Two days 
later, the bodies of the victims had not yet been released. Islamic practice calls for burial at the earliest 
opportunity. The community gathered at the local mosque in a meeting that was described as electrifying 
and angry. After a delegation was assembled to demand the release of the bodies, the Imam asked 
congregants to disperse in small groups. As the first group attempted to leave, security forces poured tear 
gas and gunfire into the crowd and at the mosque, setting the mosque carpet on fire. Abdul Kariem was 
s lot through the stomach as he and his brother tried to re-gain the safety of the mosque. When family 
mem ers went to collect the body, they were asked to sign the same piece of paper that Jacobs had signed 
guaranteeing that no more than fifty people would attend the funeral. This time, the family refused.3 
•ft j u cyc'es vi°lence created by Apartheid and the immediate effects of a tragedy were often 
-r, pr/ SL,ksecluen,: response of the state. Funerals often turned into political rallies in the 
s. reporter Chris Everson described the cycles of violence associated with such gatherings 
Saturdays were the day that most funerals took place: 8 
And the more people that they killed, would be buried the following Saturday. And the 
cycle just went on and on and on. And it didn't seem as though it was ever going to end 
And it was so difficult. I mean you're talking about living day to day, but we used to live 
at that time from weekend to weekend, hoping the next Saturday would never come. 
£,?J. h ^,end °f that Saturday hoping that nothing would happen, no one 
tr dtTor k l,t H y 
alTf dld' lhfy always did someh°w or other. Saturdays was 
the day for killings down at that part of the world, and it was a very emotive thing '" 
suffered^rTOiTs ffieakdowns^separaHorffrom^heir^f^6^^3^11^!' SUrV1™rS fr°m the ^ af house 
the months and years that followed Zainab Rvklief co Tri leS', repeated police interrogations during 
Abraham's son Ashraf suffereZ^ffiXd men tafraZl™ Tf m3mtain her '°h aS a teacher' 
they tried to shelter him from the continued violence RykHeS sJn wf Zenated from Ws family as 
caspers were8parked in thei^ylrd^d a^d^ice ^ ** ,Cri(?mals- °ften after the event, 
Two weeks after the Trojan Horse Incident th^ home wa* ^ 7 OU}% the h°USe with §uns cocked-
charged with speaking against the government and holding!116 1& Zainab Ryklief's husband was 
came by eve,y day for weeks to take repeated statemeffis.^r^ 
government or compensation for their damaged home. 
Apartheid created a system in which security personal could operate unimpeded by legal or 
moral consequences. Such forces were essential to maintaining white dominance during Apartheid. As 
Apartheid became increasingly entrenched, security forces were expanded and given additional powers. 
Terms like subversion, terrorism, and communism were given the broadest meanings. The authority to 
detain persons without trial had risen from twelve days to ninety, 180, and then in 1967, indefinitely.1 
Special task forces like the one at Manenburg had been established as elite anti-terror squads. 
These units were trained in urban warfare techniques and immersed in a culture of counter insurgency. 
Lessons learned while fighting in neighboring Rhodesia and Namibia were increasingly used in South 
Africa itself. In 1977, P.W. Botha came to power at the head of the Nationalist Party and instituted 'Total 
Strategy." This policy followed the tenants of French strategist Andre Beaufre, who argued that total 
strategy could be implemented from several directions: economic, social, political, and psychological. By 
the mid-1980's the police had fully accepted the stratagem.2 
Botha reinforced already draconian laws with new rounds of legislation. In 1982 the Nationalist 
legislature passed bills to allow for indefinite detentions if persons were thought likely to commit a 
crime or if persons were witnesses to crimes. Police were allowed to carry out search and seizure without 
warrants. Increasing cooperation with military units was authorized. Police were given indemnity form 
prosecution. Security personnel were immune to criminal prosecution from any action resulting from 
"internal disorder," with the statue of limitations for all other prosecutions limited at six months.3 The 
state of emergency that had been declared in 1985 was briefly lifted and then re-imposed until 1990. What 
had started out as "Total Strategy" quickly moved towards open civil war. 
Perhaps only because of the international attention the case received, the South African 
government launched an investigation into the Trojan Horse killings. At the conclusion of the 
investigation in March of 1988, an inquest was held in which the magistrate in charge ruled that the police 
action had been unreasonable. The case was referred to the attorney general of the Cape Province. Even 
though the court had found the thirteen-man task force responsible for the children's deaths, on May 3 
of that year the attorney general declined to press charges without offering an explanation. He simply 
pointed out that private citizens were welcome to press charges.4 
The invitation was unprecedented. Aided by sympathizers from abroad, Martin Magmoed 
attempted the first private prosecution against South Africa's security forces. In South Africa at the time, 
private prosecutions were required to make a security deposit against costs. The defense began by asking 
for £250,000, an inconceivable sum for the victims' parents to raise.5 Somehow, the case went forward, 
but Magmoed was to receive no satisfaction. In December, 1989, all thirteen men involved in the shooting 
were acquitted.6 
In December, 1989, President F.W. de Klerk announced, 'The only way to prevent a revolution is 
a negotiated settlement that can win major credibility among all population groups."7 As the Nationalists 
government began releasing its hold on the country in 1990, the African National Congress began 
anticipating the need for a reconciliation of the races in order to move forward with a democratic future. 
After studying reconciliation efforts abroad, the National Executive Committee produced a memorandum 
on a commission of Truth and Reconciliation (TRC). The goals of the TRC were to return civil and human 
rights to victims, restore moral order, record truth, grant amnesty, create a culture of human rights and 
respect for the rule of law, and prevent violations from happening again.8 These goals were incorporated 
into one of the first acts of the new government, elected by a true majority of South African citizens: the 
Promotion of National Unity and Reconciliation Act, No 34 of 1995.1 
In 1997, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission held a special hearing relating to the Trojan 
Horse Incident at the Athlone Technical College. Students from Alexander Sinton High School were 
present to witness the historic event. On two separate dates, the commission listened to the testimony 
of those involved, victims and perpetrators. It was as much of a chance for those involves to come to 
terms with the event as it was an investigation into the targeting of children as a deliberate attempt to 
destabilize communities.2 While the secrecy surrounding the police action had been removed in part, 
the officers involved did not fully answer the panel's questions. Commission members often repeated 
questions several times and security personnel seemed unwilling to stray from their written statements. 
Many questions, such as the specific purpose and impetus of the Trojan Horse Incident, remain 
unanswered. 
The testimony made possible by the TRC pulled together many segments of the story however, 
highlighting the unavoidable nature of the Trojan Horse Incident, and many others like it from the 
Apartheid era. The story of the Trojan Horse Incident illustrates the frustration of non-whites in the 
1980 s, the consequences of the powers given to security forces, the criminalization of victims of violence 
and the failure of the government to include non-whites in the justice process. 
Epilogue 
History can be seen in terms of policies, dates, and famous figures; to disconnect it fully from the 
stories of the individuals involved is to lose part of that history, because to learn from history one needs 
the facts but to care about learning from history, one needs the human story. In March, 2000, an official 
memorial was dedicated to the three who lost their lives on October 15, 1985, in Athlone3, but more 
s irring is the unofficial one: on a cement wall close to the intersection where the incident took place is 
a message in spray paint: "Remember - The Trojan Horse Massacre: Shaun, Michael, Jonathan -1985 "4 
1 his message reminds us not only to remember the story of the Trojan Horse Incident, but to remember it 
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You Can Never be too Rich or too Dim 
Don Unger 
JS3©/ face it, whether we're personally a fan or not, Reality TV 
has become part and parcel of American culture. From the early 
1990's and MTV's teen favorite, The Real World, chronicling the 
lives of a handful of 20-somethings given free digs in some of 
the most expensive cities in the world in exchange for squatting 
in front of the camera, to more recent hits like Survivor, which 
pit inane, money-grubbing, double-dealing John and Jane 
Q. Public against one another in the hopes of becoming a 
millionaire, or at very least becoming obscenely famous for 
having eaten bugs on national television, Reality TV has 
muscled its way into the American psyche. Furthermore, low-
overhead, over-priced advertising spots and an audience with a 
penchant for voyeurism, mean the craze isn't likely to end any 
time soon. In fact, this formula for a ratings triumph has been 
pushed to extremes by shows like The Simple Life. 
All pretense of capturing the minutia and complexity of real 
life, of displaying the human condition for the television viewer, 
have been cast aside in favor of manufactured situations where 
facsimiles of real people—millionaire bachelors, heiresses, out of 
work actors, retired hair-rockers, who routinely munch on bat's 
brains, and the like—confront the realities of life for us salt-of-
the-earth folk. 
Combining two of America's most guilty pleasures, having a fly 
on the wall view into a rich person's life, no matter how vapid 
and watching them fall from grace; the secret to the success of' 
The Simple Life is not terribly complex. Step one, take two botf 
b onde beauties and separate them from their trust funds 
Step two, construct a fish-out-of-water scenario 
where their psychological and emotional 
shortcomings will manifest themselves, such as a 
form or a trailer park. Finally, put them in situations 
where these shortcomings create comic or dramatic 
tension, such as a shopping trip to Wal-mart or a 
a job at a fast food joint. If the formula doesn't work you can always 
script bits of dialogue and edit the footage for maximum effect. 
Having scored a victory with such a formula, The Simple Life 2: Road Trip hits the 
small screen June 16th, but it appears that Paris Hilton will have some stiff 
competition for the crown of Reality television as Fux Television unveils it's fall 
line-up, featuring Model Behavior. Combining the Simple formula and adding a low-fat dose of reality via 
shows like The Swan and VH-2's Frotn Flab to Fab, Model Behavior is the travel log of two aspiring super 
models, Natalie St. Germaine and Meredith Plantall, as they span the globe in search of the perfect diet— 
the one that will help them lose those dreaded "last ten pounds" and secure modeling contracts. 
In the pilot episode the chain smoking, foul-mouthed model-actress archetypes, Natalie and Meredith 
arrive in Gbartala, Liberia, a village some 90 miles east of the capital city of Monrovia. The producers 
have arranged for the models to participate in the distribution of food and water to the starving people of 
Gbartala, who are only now receiving aid, in the aftermath of Liberia's brutal civil war. 
In a new twist on an old adage, you can take the model out of fashion show, but you can't take the 
fashion show out of the model, Natalie and Meredith spend their first week in Gbartala recruiting local 
women to participate in a fashion show for the benefit of UN Peacekeeping forces stationed in the village. 
Armed with attitude, a boom box and a trunk full of this season's Parisian delights, the didactic duo set 
about their task. But, all altruistic intentions are ground to dust when Natalie, refusing to procure a bowl 
of rice for a malnourished, local woman, declares, "Honey, you look spectacular. Who knew we'd find a 
town full of supermodels?" Meredith chimes in with her own condolences: a cigarette, a pat on the back 
and the mantra, " No carbs after 5 pm, darling." 
Mid-way through their stay Liberia we learn that both Natalie and Meredith have been cheating on their 
diets by stealing food from the UN reserves and, despite protest from the show's producers, the ladies cut 
their stay in Africa short in order to return to the United States. They schedule an emergency visit to the 
Beverly Hills Weight-loss and Holistic Therapy Center, where a "Dr. Niemeyer" provides each of them 
with a tapeworm. The hour-long pilot closes with Natalie returning, from the gym to their posh Beverly 
Hills Suite and the cliffhanger, "Natalie, you didn't go to the gym? Darling you didn't do any stomach 
crunches! Natalie, you could crush it!" 
Future episodes of Model Behavior promise a "return to the poverty and desolation of the third world," as 
well as trip to Poland where the ladies try the new Atkins-approved, carb-free, sawdust-bread diet. 
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|LS3ar State University of New York at Cortland is about a thirty-minute drive, 
in any direction, from a more prestigious university. To the west lies Cornell, 
head southward and you'll happen upon SUNY Binghamton, and a jaunt up 
Interstate 81 North will bring you to Syracuse University. If you do a little 
digging you'll find Cortland has three claims to fame: professional wrestler 
Mick Foley flunked out of SUNY Cortland in his early twenties; in 1984 Merlin 
Reynolds, a local musician, founded the Country Music Park, a campground, 
performance space and Country Music Museum that has earned Cortland the 
reputation "Nashville of the Northeast;" and according to the many students 
in the Phys. Ed. Program, SUNY Cortland has one of the Premiere Physical 
Education Departments in the northeast. 
If you dig a little deeper though you'll find that Cortland, and in 
particular the SUNY campus, has a few treasures that a cursory search may not 
unearth. One such treasure is the local chapter of the New York State Public 
Interest Research Group (NYPIRG). 
NYPIRG was founded in 1973 as student-directed consumer, 
environmental and government reform organization. NYPIRG's mission 
statement declares, "We are a nonpartisan, not-for-profit group established 
to effect policy reforms while training students and other New Yorkers to be 
advocates." There are 20 NYPIRG chapters on college campuses throughout New 
York State, from Binghamton, to Stony Brook, to Staten Island and beyond. The 
Cortland chapter was founded in the late 80's and has contributed the political 
and social climate of the Cortland campus and local community ever since: for 
example, between August and October of 2004 a NYPIRG initiated coalition, 
dubbed Get the Vote Out, registered 1,395 new voters in Cortland County. On 
November 2nd Get the Vote Out brought student-voters to Cortland polls in 
record numbers. Alanna Gothard, NYPIRG's Project Coordinator on the SUNY 
Cortland campus, played an indispensable role in Get the Vote Out. From working 
as a liaison with the local press, to spending countless hours speaking in front 
of classes, distributing voter registration forms and even tabling outside polling 
locations to ensure that every person who wanted to vote on November 2nd was 
allowed to exercise their rights, Gothard has displayed unwavering devotion to 
her position andto NYPIRG's mission of building student power. 
As a student at SUNY Cortland I have seen NYPIRG's work first hand. I have 
participated in Get the Vote Out and other campaigns on campus, but I knew little 
about Alanna as a person and when I learned that she would be resigning from 
her position at SUNY Cortland in May 2005,1 decided it was time to find out what 
drove her to be such an active political organizer on a relatively marginalized 
college campus. ° 
After a few weeks of popping my head into the NYPIRG office in Corev 
Union to meet with Alanna, I discovered it wasn't going to be easy finding time 
ramn ^ emeW' ™FlRG ha* anY number of local, regional and statewide 
campaigns going on simultaneously and on top of that many students and 
faculty members drop by the office to consult with Alanna about any number 
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of individual issues. Before our first interview two girls dropped by with a complaintabout their landlord 
One of their roommates moved out and the landlord was trying to hold them accountable for the unpaid 
portion of her lease. I milled around the office while Alanna got on the phone with a NYPIRG lawyer 
who, in turn, connected the girls with a woman from the Tenants' Association in Syracuse. 
The NYPIRG office is adjacent to the Student Government Association (SGA) office and while the 
SGA office looks spotless, even proper—a place for everything and everything in its place, as the cliche 
goes, the NYPIRG office has a more lived in feel to it. Whether it's remnants of a poster making session 
strewn across the floor, or a collection of toys and toiletries for a Holiday Gift Drive, there's evidence of 
life wherever one looks. Where the SGA office hangs framed pictures and plaques along the wall, the 
NYPIRG office walls hold banners from past campaigns. Alongside a baby blue bed sheet hand painted 
to read, "$5.15 is Not Enough!" is another banner spray-painted to look like the American Flag. The flag 
reads, "Vote Yes for NYPIRG!" and contains a list of events and campaigns the SUNY Cortland chapter of 
NYPIRG has initiated in the past. 
When Alanna finishes her call I ask about the "Vote Yes" banner. She explains that NYPIRG's 
funding at Cortland comes from a student referendum held every four years. It is a separate fee on every 
full-time student's bill and makes NYPIRG directly accountable to the students. In fact, the NYPIRG 
referendum is coming up this spring. Always the political organizer, Gothard solicits help from me in 
campaigning for the referendum. First things first—the interview. 
"Do you want to go somewhere for lunch? We should get out of the office, so we don't get 
interrupted by phone calls or people dropping by." Gothard grabs her black wool coat and we head out of 
the building and down Prospect Terrace to her black GMC Sanoma pick-up truck. 
"What are you in the mood for? I don't want to go to a chain." We stop by Garcia's Mexican 
Restaurant on Route 13. We both order from the vegetarian section of the menu. Alanna has the unique 
ability to devote her attention to the task at hand despite whatever's going on in front of her; in this case 
it would be me devouring a burrito while she answers a barrage of questions pertaining to her college 
career and introduction to NYPIRG. 
Alanna graduated from SUNY Oneonta in the spring of 2002 with a BA in Political Science, 
though she didn't declare her major in Poli-Sci until halfway through her sophomore year, "My first two 
years I was an Accounting major, but that didn't work out too well. I was really bad at it. I can do my own 
taxes now, but financial statements and me are not friends." 
Alanna pauses for a moment to pick some of the mushrooms out of her quesadilla, "I took 
business course in high school and I really liked them. It was like a puzzle. When you're comparing 
financial statements figuring out where this goes and where that goes and if things don't add up why—I 
really liked that aspect of it, so I decided I wanted to be an accountant. I suppose it's sort of like politics 
in a way because if s like you're figuring out how to reconcile accounts and I think that politics is 
fundamentally about reconciling different interests, finding a balance." 
Gothard was finishing an internship with the New York State Department of Education in the 
Office of State Assessment when, at the advice of a friend, she surfed to the NYPIRG website. The website 
advertised positions for campus-based Project Coordinators. 
SUNY Oneonta doesn't have a NYPIRG chapter, but Gothard was familiar with campus 
organizing and politics from her work in the SUNY Oneonta student government and from serving on 
the executive boards of a number of campus clubs. Her internship provided a taste for working in a state 
agency and NYPIRG piqued her curiosity. Gothard submitted her resume one day before the deadline. An 
interview followed and within a week she secured the position of Project Coordinator at SUNY Cortland. 
During the course of our meal, we worked our way backwards, from her job with NYPIRG to 
growing up in Buffalo. She wasn't political or an activist in high school, "I grew up in a household with 
a single mom and I have a brother, Michael, who's nine years younger than me, so after my sophomore 
year m high school I had to be home to watch him after school until 5:00 or 5:30. Then when I turned 16 I 
got a job at a local Italian restaurant, so I would watch my brother until my mom came home then go to 
work, so 1 didn t have an opportunity to be in too many clubs. I was in choir, even though I am tone def 
and we went on a few trips and I was in a church youth group and we did stuff like intramural sports 
school °n 3 ' 1 had t0 baby Sit and WOfk' S° that limited a Iot of my free time in high 
Godiard 1S used to having a lot of demands on her free time. Project Coordinator is a salaried 
p tion, so there are no set hours. Alanna's schedule is determined by the work going on on campus 
§he arn!.es on camPus at 111116 3111 and ^ays for club meetings and events until eight or nine 
fhm 1A8 m°re °n CampUS'in the mPlRG office in particular, than at her home. She lives in a 
roornapartment on Squires Street in Cortland with her friends Gary, a Biology grad student at 
Ralph, a " WeU " ^  PetS' ^  3 WaCk '1nd Wh'te rabMt and 
atches my eye. It s a patchwork of multi-colored squares and rectangles with different designs and 
of thT I h rCh T She has g0ne t0 great lengths ftti"gtha pieces together, strength of the colors balance with more or less extreme textures. g strength 
biggest oroblemtX116 " her ProfessioiV Gothard repeats over and over that her 
and friendship against a profeXnd cX Xfi Z7 m0™S °n' WeigWng the demimds of fam% 
who devotes Zo Lrs o/Zre7^27r wlti^stXTs ^  ** 3 ^  OTga^ 
twentydwc^he^h^^^ved'atCortlarui^he's^TOted jj*"°^ess*on ^5^g^|ou* co^ege- Gothard was 
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"^8Th5I» into existence at the bitter end of Binghamton, 
X I found myself surrounded by the hollers of family life. The 
staccato screams of an overburdened matriarch added 
5 syncopation to the smashed plates and hollow thump of an 
/ open hand striking a petulant sibling or even my own black 
1 and blue tattooed back. Father wasn't Dad in those days, 
V-/ but an alcoholic with a penchant for drama and a mouth 
like a sailor on getaway day, walking arm in arm with Jack Daniels. Siblings 
crowded into our suburban nest like strangers on a reality TV show, forced 
interaction, but little grounds for continued contact once the season ended and 
we were pushed out of the digs we fell into in the first place. I still don't know 
much about my elder sisters. We grew up in entirely different worlds—family 
life before my brother went into the loony bin, of which I remember little, and 
family life after, constant power struggles and trips to the ER. It wasn't so 
much dysfunctional as the only definition of family I knew, and know to this 
day. 
I carry with me a facsimile of emotion stemming from these 
experiences, though I can never be sure if my definitions measure up to those 
of the outside world, but Newtonian Physics aids me little in quantifying 
such definitions. How do I know if if s real or it's simply the way I dealt with 
extreme situations at an early age and does it really matter in the big scheme of 
things? After all, the fact that my definitions of familial love don't correspond 
with those of anyone I've met doesn't really change the fact that light travels in 
both waves and particles. My grip on reality or the range of human emotions 
has no impact on the War on Terror, the binary nature of western culture, or the 
scientific method—the cornerstone of our existence. 
And I wonder how I ended up in a one-diner town where the women 
are missing teeth and the old highway never gets plowed come winter. Of 
all the multi-colored barns in upstate New York why did I end up living in 
this one, with smelly well water and a flea epidemic I've spent far too much 
time and devoted far too many varied and hazardous chemicals to thwart, 
with little lasting success save the cancer building inside me as I inhale the 
fumes of my defeat? The connection I share to this tribe of women is beyond 
comprehension, especially in light of the fact that I do not speak to them. We 
are strangers sharing that same nest from childhood, though I am not a blood 
relation and the sisters were much more successful in retaining teeth despite 
the difficulties they endured with their old man. 
We are nothing but a collage of experience painted in bone and 
blood and bile, but I've learned to bury this collage and present an entirely 
original painting to the world. These disparate strokes spell out something 
entirely new. It is this identity I strive to create, to project, so I amass things 
and experience, plastic parts and paper certificates in order to create something 
new, but it all dates back to my earliest experiences as a conscious collection of 
cells. It isn't hard to trace the lineage when all the plastic and pontificating are 
stripped away, when I am reduced to my primordial ooze-state. 
Born into a family touched by madness, beaten and molded into 
something without a blue print or a plan, I strive for genius, though It doesn't 
come to me naturally. I wasn't born with that. I suppose I should take solace in 
the fact that after almost thirty years I've managed to retain all my teeth, now 
that I live in a tribe filled with toothless women. 
Count your blessings. Say good night. Dentists really do shape lives. 
Onward: Poetry for the New Millennium 
Don Unger 
inspiration 
from 
Tyre, 
Sidhe, 
Moloch, 
and Rockland, 
But ground them in theories 
of one million Trotskyites. bababadalgharaghtakanuninarronnkonnbronntonner 
ronntuonnthunntrovarrhounawnskawntoohoohoordenenlhur 
If the greatest minds are ,. 
Starved, nuL' 
Hysterical, 
Naked 
then the second greatest minds 
Kidnap poetry, 
Demolish theory 
And storm the Ivory tower 
to sleep and feed 
the dust of dreams, 
{half understood) 
to the youth 
(facsimiles of poetic truth) 
with the names of 
Naropa, Joris, Waldman, 
Cage-
in the verse, 
the purpose, 
the gritty 
underneath 
the earth below. 
Bump into truth in the darkness 
And feel the walls for a light switch 
Reveal nothing and say it! 
The material world is manicured, 
defanged and neutered— 
the apex of modernity 
is a pet to patronize 
for fun r\ • j,-
for position Dwindling mto obscurity-
for a lack of Benzedrine The Uroboros-
For „ r ^ r , , Pet Sna^ce °f a new poetic class. 
For the comfort of class and classroom. 
The material world is dysphemized 
deconstructed and ignored, 
the slaving meat wheel, 
the hard bone of crucifixion, 
the widening gyre. 
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Searching for divinity 
In syllables and breath 
projecting into our psyche, 
to the marrow of meaning, 
rooted in transcendent notions 
of thought-reality constructs, 
But 
the angel headed hipster's dead 
of liver cancer. 
And what rough beast, if s hour come round at last, 
Slouches toward the Greenmill to be born? 
Tra la la la la la la la la 
La tra tra tra tra tra tra 
Lay claim to the hysteria 
and leave the rest. 
It's a Reagan-era construct 
with the vernacular of beat. 
Return poetry to the people 
take the battle to the street. 
wr-wr-Wrap it in rhyme 
in stories of individual truth 
Rip the Greeks from time 
and put them to use. 
Dumb dozvn the history 
of the written word— 
Page or the Stage 
is simply a matter 
of what heritage 
you claim — 
The battle's the same 
one of rhetoric, 
The Phaedrus, 
revived in slam 
Socrates v Lysius — 
a second coming of man, 
But the greatest minds 
T, . ... t Live TV lives in our generation. It feels bke poetry ^ ^ lhan 
It sounds like poetry the Form it hm taken. 
it moves like poetry 
It slams like poetry 
everything happens at once 
Virgin birth of literature 
still-born on the stage 
revived on the page 
cantos for eclipsing 
the parameters of rhetoric. 
A syllabic search for— 
something substantial 
something elusive 
Yet nearly always describable 
Not ideas about the thing but the thing itself— 
wires, 
boards, 
nails, 
Poetry is the compost 
of rhetoric 
and symbols 
and syllables 
and breath. 
Poetry is inhuman. 
lumps of red flesh, 
a hand that grabs at my ankle, 
an eyeball that pleads at my feet, 
a head boiled white. 
Poetry is rooted 
and growing 
ever downward 
ever inward 
ever outward. 
Poetry is need 
and action 
of thought 
of image 
of desire. 
Poetry is human. 
Poetry is 
Poetry— 
Poetic statements are not. 
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When You are Poor, Life is Punctuated 
5y Pounding 
Don Unger 
IF 
<gi 
„,A hammer on the wall 
In the apartment above you, 
Neighbor hangs a plaque that reads 
"Save our Unborn Troops" 
Or "Top 10 Reasons 
Dale Earnhardt is like Jesus 
Christ" 
A hammer pounding 
Ellipses into my life 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Turn on the television 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Put a tape in the VCR 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Press play 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
"Coming Soon" 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Pauses between breaths 
Pounded into being 
With my neighbor's hammer 
And my landlord's knuckles 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Wrapping on the rotten wood 
Of my screen door 
On every first of the month 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
My neighbors' hammer 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
My landlord's knuckles 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Another neighbor's headboard 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Slapping against the wall 
While music blares 
In the background 
"I'll make love to you" 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
"Like you want me to" 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
"Baby, all through the" 
Tap. Tap. Tap. 
Ellipses into my life. 
When you are poor 
life is punctuated 
by pounding. 
Society's Level of Consciousness 
Jessica Webb 
[fcltf : it is not merely a felt rush or emotional high. It cannot 
be found in any one particular place, it is simply a lasting state of mind. 
All people are driven to seek happiness, however the ability to achieve 
0} it is dependent upon one's level of consciousness. We are all guilty 
°f knowingly neglecting our own happiness. There are subconscious 
reasons as to why we sabotage our happiness, all dictated by our desire to 
; fit into society. Human beings are constantly pressured by society to 
think, perform and present themselves in a culturally specific way. How one 
handles these pressures is dependent upon one's level of consciousness. 
There are three levels of consciousness depicted in Robert A. Johnson's 
Transformations. The simple man is described as a being who is aware of his 
surroundings but does not question them; much like the mind of a child. The 
second level of consciousness is the complex man who is "stranded in his 
worry, loneliness, and anxiety" (Johnson 8). The state of complex consciousness 
characterizes nearly all people from adolescents to the elderly who have lost 
their simple state of mind due to outside pressures and society. Those who 
reach the highest level of consciousness are considered enlightened. For 
those who achieve full enlightenment, their success is believed not to strike 
them until a late age, or close to death. It is not usual to reach enlightenment 
instantaneously. One does not simply rise one morning and is miraculously 
enlightened. Rather, enlightenment is a state of being learned over time. 
With every step toward long-term happiness, one gets that much closer to 
enlightenment; to understanding the ways of the world and how to live 
peacefully with them. 
. .. complex man, as previously described, is a man flooded with 
anxieties. This level of consciousness is to a great extent brought upon us by 
he pressures of society. "Complex consciousness is so highly prized in our 
society that no cost is thought too high..." (Johnson 9). Western society has 
created a mold that every person is individually responsible for fitting into The 
pressure to achieve the "American dream" and fashion oneself correctly is an 
verwhelnung task. The complex man strives to accomplish the image set by 
soaety and becomes consumed with self-disappointment and worry whtn he 
cannot meet the standard. y 
education1™'the earUeSt CUltUral Pressures that we fa« in America is 
education There is an enormous emphasis on academics as it is necessary to 
urvive in today's world. Our culture seems to be pressing for eve T^dTidual 
lometh501" "J"1 a.cadfnuc §enius- 14 is the pressure from parentsT become 
j S t  b e g m S  a  C h i l d ' s  s t r a y  f r ™ "  s i m P l e  c o n s c i o u s n e s s  
Robert A. Johnson stated on this matter "Parents are very nrn,.H ' 
youngsters can read and write or gain computer skills at a very early age. This often produces children 
who have been robbed of their childhood and been driven from their Garden of Eden much too early, 
and therefore develop neurosis later in life" ( 9). Children are very aware of their parents' expectations 
and naturally try to satisfy them. When children begin to fall short of living up to those expectations, the 
complex consciousness of worry and doubt start to develop and the simplicity of happiness fades. 
Our American culture has a particular illustration drawn that young people are to follow in order 
to become anything deemed of worth. One must do exceptionally well in grade school, be involved 
in the community, be an upstanding citizen, graduate from high school, go on to college and obtain a 
successful career. The college life is not for everyone. However, since kindergarten, all who have gone 
to school have persistently been told that they will succeed and pursue college. In Donna Gaines' article, 
"Teenage Wasteland," she writes of the topic: "Even though half the kids in America today will never go 
to college, the country still acts as if they will...and if if s not what you can or want to do, their attitude is 
tough shit, it7s your problem" (17). American society is determined to have a country full of scholars and 
shining stars. Everyone struggles to make the grade and please their parents and all those around them. 
Most will give up their happiness to see to it that their parents are contented. For example, there are 
individuals who would rather get a job and go to work rather than attend college. It is far more socially 
correct when one does have the intelligence that it be applied at no less than a community college. There 
are those who do go to college simply to please their parents and, because they are not doing it for 
themselves, they are completely unhappy. Some do go willingly because they feel it is the only way to get 
anywhere in life. They were sucked into conformity and have paid great sums of money to be in school 
and now have no choice but to succeed. 
The Dalai Lama stated, 'Today there are societies that are very developed materially, yet among 
them there are many people who are not very happy" ( 25). It is true that in our culture a person's status 
in society is principally based on wealth. Achieving great wealth perplexes and consumes us all who 
are of the complex consciousness. We all feel the need to spend money on items we do not necessarily 
need or find ourselves throwing away perfectly good articles for the new and improved item. Why do 
we do this? To reach high status in our culture, one must have the finest of fine things. The problem lies 
with money. In order to get those things, we must work to earn the money. When money is tight and 
one's ability to purchase novelty items is dissipating, one's complex mind becomes overwhelmed with 
some strategy to gain back money lost or not earned. The stress of not being able to locate a second job or 
pick up extra working hours can easily engulf one's light and easy spirit. Interestingly enough though, 
studies have shown that lottery winners while enjoying the prize money do not stay happy because of 
their added wealth (Cutler 21). Instead, they return to what is referred to as a baseline of happiness. 
When life-changing events occur to people, the initial shock of emotion strikes high. Research shows that 
people are able to cope, for instance with a lost limb after sufficient time of healing, and return to their 
former state of being, or baseline of happiness. The same is true of an event that uplifts such as winning 
the lottery. One cannot "escape" the state of complex consciousness. The lottery winners revert to their 
former troubled status because they are still faced with the same everyday problems, just perhaps now on 
a different level. While money is needed to survive in the Western world, it is not everything. People are 
far from enlightenment due to their overshadowing focus on money and not grasping the realization that 
items are simply things, they are not our lives. There is hope for the complex conscious. For t ose strong 
enough to train one's mind and spirit, enlightenment can be a ray of light into the anxious mind of the 
complex man. By focusing on what makes one happy and prioritizing those things in li e, a person can 
increase his or her baseline of happiness and step toward the grandeur of the enlightened mind. 
To reach true enlightenment and long-lasting happiness, we as individuals within our society must 
recognize and accept humans for the flawed individuals we are. Sadly, our culture has incredibly strong 
expectations of what each citizen should be and do. Pressure from society can be harsh, sometimes ° 
damaging or life ending. Parents place pressure on their children because of their inability to fit in or live 
up to expectations. At the funeral of a young man who had committed suicide, his uncle said, "When 
held you in my arms at your baptism, I wanted it to be a fresh start, for you to be more complete than 
we had ever been ourselves, but I wonder if we expected too much. In thinking of ourselves, maybe 
we passed down too great a burden" (Gaines 18). It is extraordinarily difficult to constantly live up to 
e encan dream no matter what age. We all must prioritize our lives to emphasize the things that 
s^rrnnnH US n8" ^8 haPP7ess- AccePtance ™d understanding of all that is around us and all who 
surround us will stretch our limbs toward happiness and naturally, enlightenment. The Dalai Lama 
commnnhvay u fwu bdngs] beCaUSeyOU are sti11 a huma» being- within the human 
dignity That bond ca'n Lpc ^ ^  ^ t0 giVe "Se t0 a Sense of worth and gnity. hat bond can become a source of consolation in the event that you lose everything else" (31). 
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A Demonstration of Tboreau's Civil Disobedience Today 
Resistance To Civ^^^ ,Th°reaU "P*d his famous essay 
to his government. Thoreau stressed that man shmdd relationship and resP°nsibilities of man 
the majority. One can act out against the majority through d C°nSC1fence rather than simPty follow 
fighting against a government that would rJho k if • monstrat,ons of active disobedience, 
its benefit. Today the world a vastmove^Z ' CltlZGnS 3d 35 Pro8ram™d machines to 
United States of America. Since the 7VZ T™38'' P®**^ in the 
rule that is adamantly prohibiting same-sex marriL ' f 0nfst(LntIy been hampered by a majority 
citizens are fully exercising resistance to civil eovernm T ReSardless of this counter force, gay 
their struggle for their riglft to m/hods * civil disobedience m " 
citizens to stand for and pursue their rights Even thoueh hf VaS Pt° " Wlth the ,ntent of persuading 
believe in outside authority, Thoreau presented an honest nirt a ^ranscendentalist' one who does not 
government and how he properly ought to P^ture of how man commonly responds to 
would be somewhat more, if the government had not sometimes got in its way" (Thoreau 17«i TV a 
was founded on the principle of the underling overcoming the oppressor. Thoreau iss !t,„„ th\I democracy 
are the country, we must keep in mind that we are intended to be in control nf th„ g because we 
controlling us. We as a people made possible our nation. We asf? " 
government as it is a democracy. He reminds us that we fought to free ourselves from the h °Ur 
which gave the people no true say in affairs. Now, we are enabling our government to do sT™7 nlg 
our individual voices against it. The state's power comes from individuals The state must h I 7 n°'r3ISmg 
the governed in order to accomplish anything. The only trouble is that the state would rather^W 'hrT" °f 
the eyes of men to make them adhere to the wishes of the state. By keeping men blind to the tn th a 
issue, the government can manipulate citizens to believe anything to its choosing- thus maintain,n^TT"8 " 
The government would rather have citizens that follow tL majority 
conscience. When people follow the majority, they are simply allowing others to determine their „ 
Generally, the government produces a majority following, yet again ensuring control over citizens Womau ^ 
wrote, "But a government in which the majority rule in all cases cannot be based on justice even as far 
understand it. Can there be a government in which majorities do not virtually decide right and wro™ fiT" 
conscience?" (1793). With this question, Thoreau is urging men to see that 
to one s conscience. Decision making done by way of inner honesty and truthfulness are by far better than 
mindlessly following the performance of the majority. He cautions that by ensuing conformity one mav find 
himself literally following the ranks into battle without understanding why. Thoreau illustrated that whmfn 
individual neglects his conscience and submits to majority, he becomes "small moveable forts and magazines at 
the service of some unscrupulous power" (1793). By simply pursuing one's own gift of conscience, we will better 
our state Only a clear mind, uninhibited by the pressure of the majority, can make an honest decision about the 
affairs of men. 
Today, it seems too few citizens are choosing to exercise their conscience on issues such as the ever 
mounting movement toward same-sex marriages in the United States. The first ever same-sex marriage license 
was granted to a lesbian couple in San Francisco who had been together for fifty years. "Del Martin 83 and 
Phyllis Lyon, 79, said I do at the city hall after Mayor Gavin Newsom ordered officials to wed gay couples and 
issue marriage licenses in an act of civil disobedience against a state law that bars same-sex marriages" (San 
Francisco). Currently in the news, there has been much debate over whether or not homosexuals have the right 
to marriage. To date, eleven states have voted on whether or not they feel gays should be able to marry. Missouri 
was the first of the eleven to hold the vote. Once completed, seventy-two percent voted to ban same-sex marriages 
in the state of Missouri (Gay Marriage). From Thoreau's perspective, voting by majority on the "morality" of ° 
another person's happiness is preposterous. Restricting the right to marry because the majority voted that the 
minority, homosexuals, should not have the right is an injustice. How could an issue concerning a minority group 
be brought to justice when the majority refuses to be just? 
One must question whether voters were influenced by others, the majority, to ballot against same-sex 
marriages rather than think the issue through themselves. As a matter of consideration, the leader of our country, 
George W. Bush is audibly sharing with the country how he feels on the matter. Naturally he hopes to persuade 
others to follow his views and accumulate a majority following. Bush stated, "I think it's very important for 
our society to respect each individual, to welcome those with good hearts - to be a welcoming country. On the 
other hand, that doesn't mean that somebody like me needs to compromise on issues such as marriage" (Bush). 
In other words, Bush believes that every person deserves respect and we as the United States should embrace 
all those who are good but restrict their rights and happiness because he does not think they need it. Pope John 
Paul is also calling on Catholics to help stop the movement. A document originating from the Vatican, entitled, 
Considerations Regarding Proposals to Give Legal Recognition to Unions Between Homosexual Persons," states 
lat Legal recognition of homosexual unions or placing them on the same level as marriage would mean not only 
e approval of deviant behavior, but would also obscure basic values which belong to the common inheritance 
of humanity" (Bush). With these words, people are in essence told that homosexuals are evil and do not deserve 
to e on the same level as heterosexuals as homosexuality goes against the norms of humanity. With all of these 
negative statements laced with bigotry from world leaders, it must be difficult for man to think for himself and 
ormulate his own opinion. The only way that homosexuals will be heard is by disassociating themselves from 
ie majority and coming together as a force. Thoreau wrote on the matter: "A minority is powerless while it 
n7QqrmS t0 thG maj°rity; is not even a minority then; but it is irresistible when it clogs by its whole weight" 
). The way to "clog" by weight, is through acts of civil disobedience. 
When justice is kept from those who deserve it, Thoreau summons the right to civil disobedience. Thoreau 
rs urges people to use peaceful and lawful methods to fight injustice. This can of course be accomplished 
ough marches, sit-ins, or various other means of protest. Thus far, Gay activists have used non-violent protests 
to demonstrate their unhappiness with government policy. Because the gay community has peacefully held lectures 
and conventions to catalyze same-sex weddings, many outside of the gay community have stepped forward. The 
countless mayors, judges, priests, pastors, and witnesses for the marriages commit an act of civil disobedience every 
time they facilitate a same-sex couple in saying the words, "I do." The act of marriage alone in the gay community 
is a defiant demonstration toward the government's prohibition. Hundreds of marriages have been performed and 
licenses administered. Reverend Pat Bumgardner, senior pastor of the Metropolitan Community Church of New 
York City, feels so strongly about disobeying the government that she would take any risk, including arrest, to see 
that homosexuals have equal rights. Bumgardner stated, "If you really believe it is wrong to marry people without 
(W^cf 3 maiT'a^e ''cense' *hen curest me -- arrest all of us, too; otherwise, stop selectively harassing people" 
Henry David Thoreau was in an odd way an advocate for imprisonment of those who stand for justice. He 
himself was imprisoned because he refused to pay the poll tax and in essence support the bloodshed of the Mexican 
War that the US was instigating at the time. When matters show that the majority is in favor of injustice, the only 
place for a virtuous man is in a prison. Specifically, "Under a government which imprisons any unjustly, the true 
place for a just man is also a prison" (Thoreau 1799). Whether by peaceful or violent acts of civil disobedience, much 
attention is brought to the virtuous man that becomes imprisoned. For example, the Suffragettes of England that 
fought for women's voting rights used imprisonment as part of their campaign. The women would commit violent 
acts, such as attacking politicians on their way to work, burning down churches, and bombing sections of politician's 
homes to get arrested and thrown into jail. Once in prison, the women would refuse to eat and go on hunger strikes 
causing them to be force-fed. This was done to embarrass the government as only the mentally unstable were force-' 
ted and most of the imprisoned women were known to be educated (The Suffragettes). The civil disobedience of the 
u ragettes proved successful. The Suffragettes began the promotion of their agenda with amicable protests and 
eveloped into a turbulent group that would do nearly anything to secure their right to vote. Thoreau, surprisinglv 
enough, would have supported the women and their approach to arrest. In "Resistance to Civil Government" he 
wlrf h 18 SUCt atna!.Ure th£" " TireS y°U t0 be the aSent of injustice to another, than, I say, break the law 
enioZthinkiZfZr Tmachine [government]" (1798). In that the United States of America 
] ys thinking of itself as a civilized country, these methods seem out of date to the Gay Rights Activists Thev trulv 
Tim t r a«.omPlished through peaceful means of negotiations and by simply aZres^ ng the Z " 
ihus far, their approach is accumulating considerable success. F 
The principal point in Thoreau's "Resistance to Civil Government" is not necessarily to encourage everv 
HeToe t7t 4P I1™' "the duty °f dtlz» to "so his mind and keep tCgoveZfnt 7heck 
He wrote that It is not a man's duty, as a matter of course, to devote himself to the eradication of any Zn the most 
enormous wrong; he may still properly have other concerns to engage him; but it is his duty, at least to wash his 
hands of it, and, if he gives it no thought longer, not to give it practically his support" (1796) Every'person is not 
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Work: Its Worth in Society 
Nicholas Weekes 
<<*• 
+ 
& 
R. Barber and Peter F. Drucker are 
addressing work in society now and in the future. 
Both men interpret work through their political and 
personal philosophies. Their interpretation of work 
T presents a dynamic understanding of the notion of 
work and its importance in society. In 'Time, Work, and Leisure in 
a Civil Society," Barber maintains that the current understanding of 
work is arbitrary and misleading and he presents a progressive and 
socialist understanding of work in society. Barber attempts in his 
argument to de-emphasize the worth of work in a civil society. He 
stresses the citizens, rather than how society perceives a citizen through 
work. Drucker's approach in "The Age of the Social Transformation" 
is conservative and managerial; according to Drucker, work and 
knowledge are the basic necessities that can remedy society's problems. 
In Drucker's knowledge society, work specialization is essential to 
citizens. The writers' political opinions are of great concern because 
both men are trying to foretell the status of America in the coming 
centuries. If either of their assumptions is endorsed in the political 
arena, it can shape public policy in American society. 
Barber points out that a society that is cultivated around 
work marginalizes its citizens who do not work. He postulates that 
although people work tirelessly their efforts do not translate into 
more productivity. In Barber's view the challenge is to disentangle 
Americans from their mindset of work. At the turn of the century 
"working" jobs were agricultural and manual which require long 
hours of supervision (Barber 96). These agricultural jobs have not 
disappeared, but rather the work required to produce these goods 
is substantially lower. However, America continues to work long 
hours. We have not comprehended that excessive working hours is 
non-beneficial because people are constantly busy. Their busyness is 
counter-productive because it takes away from the time and leisure 
activities in a civil society. "Yet, at this very point, anti government and 
anti welfare ideologists are demanding that work be the focal point in 
our solutions to problems of poverty and welfare" (Barber 96). 
and a, SSoBaS ^  tW're - ^  
const, tutional citizenship with the act of workfne Forest I ethlC™ents peoP,e to equate their 
economy. The constant talk about th . r » r u tU un iurna ak°r was vita] for a productive 
unemployment, reveals the role that jobs J-id work stiH^^iiTwrir ^  deficit and hiSh 
way that the mindset of work and job penetrates the lives of dtizeTT  T P°htiCS' the 
as consumed as those who are employed bv the m >nt i h J ! . ' G ^ unempfoyed are just 
of the American dream. ? Y Y ^ that WorkinS tedi°^y is the way to the riches 
Barber, 'T* ""native perspective. Uke 
Of workers, and again like Barber that these tab! ri,1! ™8 '°bS °nCe emPloyed a vast number 
technology. Unlike Barber however he believes that aT8 non"e»stent because of advances in 
eradicate unemployment and hopelessness He sufests tT !" '°a a"d knowledge will 
maladies of unemployment work Ins to he rr t a n . society to rid itself of the 
thai voluntary w,TkZ * ,TcSv ^ 7 ^ ^ but he's ^  aware 
be served by social assistance, while Barber places a challenteto TiCami0t find WOrk' should 
p.'Nlic.l SJSSSS?;' «•*» aUU. Ih,k 
underlying causes that incite poverty and unemplovmenfin n 1 9 S°,Uti°n' dossing the 
unemployment are the result of work and not workW F C,V f°Vy The proble™ of poverty and 
but they st,II remain in the low periphery of the America ' *" eXample'the work,n8 P°or work tediously 
who chose not to are turned off by the system They are raT^T,' Wh° Cannot find work or 
ahzenship based on one's profession by placing esteemandS the equate« "good" 
Barber beheves that a civil society should not have em! I* A Va"°US Pro^sions. Conversely 
because the concept of work is the problem HP h .1 », ^ a,d ^"tions for such dire issues 
every1 f°r 8ranted: "In the developed frZ m^rket^™ 't ^ approach of work, =pps 
Barber sees that unnecessary and tedious work prweunie A§ "UndSet that work is the way out 
are liberated from their tedious work routines bv S According to Barber workers 
literature, philosophy and true politics. V aUt°mat,°n m older for ««™ to engage in religion 
the same ng,d mindset of work. " ,n the,r ways and would rather belabor 
though it does not solve the problems of a profusion of long working hours. Society is inherently 
stubborn to break away from tradition to explore new ideas because of fear of novelty, and then it stresses 
solutions such as refining rather than abandoning the same old concept of work. Barber's argument is 
not a mere a solution but a challenge to the status quo. His solution of work in a civil society is a thinking 
process, which can be implemented in future generations. Grasping Barber's argument is not natural 
because society leans towards fast solutions. 
Barber and Drucker present divergent outlooks of the way society deals with the 
challenges of unemployment, which divide the two main political parties in America, the Democratic 
and Republican parties. Barber's argument reflects a progressive and liberal understanding of work in 
America whereas Drucker's argument is a traditionalist understanding. These arguments present two 
opportunities. First, if American citizens view themselves outside of their political persuasion's and 
tackle problems from an open mind, they can solve their problems. Second, if these arguments are taken 
out of the realm of academia and discussed with Americans, there is more of chance that the way society 
thinks about work can be solved. Society when given the opportunity to explore Barber's vision may see 
that Drucker is simply refurbishing the same mantra of working harder! Society may just one day break 
way from one generic solution and explore new ideas. 
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Knowledge Engulfed in Capitalism 
J* "The Age of Social Transformation" Peter F. Drucker, contends that the work force is on 
*the cusp of shifting from manual labor to a knowledge society. Drucker optimistically 
maintains that this new knowledge—oriented society will become extremely specialized for 
those who have access to an education. However, this specialization also poses a challenge. 
Drucker warns that society may fragment in small enclaves of specialized individuals. As 
Drucker describes the opportunities of a knowledge society, he believes that fragmentation 
is a risk worth taking. He argues that properly understood, the transition to the knowledge 
society can be peaceful because the preceding transition from manual work to industrial 
labor was peaceful. With more than thirteen references to Karl Marx, he attempts to refute 
Marx's prediction of a social revolution led by the proletarian class. But his own account 
of a knowledge society makes clear that there will be an unprecedented competition for acquiring 
what he calls "knowledges" and that it will undermine the idea of knowledge itself as a common 
understanding and a birthright for all. Contrary to Drucker's hopeful predictions, a society where only 
an elite is provided with an education is bound to be unjust, and the injustice is bound to produce social 
unrest and even rebellion. 
Drucker believes social transformation will take place structurally and thus peacefully. Even 
as small-farms jobs have disappeared, Drucker contends that the largest social changes are widely 
accepted (224). It is central to his argument that the shift from an agricultural society to an industrial 
one came without any political or civil unrest (224). Is this view of history plausible, however? Drucker 
remains oblivious to politically oriented movements in the nineteenth century. For example, he does 
not acknowledge workers movements in Chicago and New York. Farming and industrial workers in 
these cities demanded minimum wages, decent working hours, and a chance to keep in touch with their 
humanity. While it is true that these movements were not so violent as Marx predicted, they were not 
nearly so peaceful as Drucker maintains. Blood was shed. Therefore, the prospect for a new knowledge 
society with a vast uneducated population is foreboding. 
Drucker observes that blue-collar workers were the first lower class to be organized, but not 
because he is interested to show organizing gave them victories of fair working hours and minimum 
wages. His purpose is rather to show that, as an organized workforce, they helped to stabilize society 
(224). Drucker makes this point clear because it contradicts what Marx believed, that the workers would 
rise up against capitalism: 
Contrary to Marxist and syndicalist predictions, the rise of the industrial worker did 
not destabilize society. Instead it has emerged as the century's most stabilizing social 
development. It explains why the disappearance of the farmer and the domestic servant 
produced no social crises. Both the flight of the land and the flight from domestic were 
voluntary. (227) 
Drucker does not say so, but he may be relieved to think that knowledge workers will be too specialized 
to organize an effective social protest and that they will have no reasons for one. 
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Even so, and apparent in consistency in his argument Drucker maintains that knowledge is not 
an individual venture but rather a cooperative are: "Knowledge workers work in teams [and] must 
be affiliated with an organization "(230). Drucker's emphasis on collaboration is problematic because 
it does not allow workers to move freely outside of their specialization, despite his bold claim about 
mobility. Workers are confined to their areas of specialized work just as much as factory workers. Most 
importantly according to Drucker, "the knowledge society employees-that is, knowledge workers -own 
the tools of production. He is challenging Marx's great insight that the factory worker does not and 
cannot own the tools of production, and therefore is' 'alienated' '(235). But even though knowledge 
workers may possess their tools for production, the tools may be insignificant because of increased 
specialization. The immense pressure on specializing makes mobility between jobs or residence 
nonexistence because knowledge workers are married to their specialization. Moreover, it hardly matters 
for political purposes that each of them owns his or her "tools of production." The tools themselves are 
so specialized on Drucker's account that knowledge workers cannot organize to press their common 
cause. 
Drucker demonstrates that the key to tapping into this knowledge is effective management. 
Again, Drucker makes the distinction between his knowledge society, which will transition peacefully 
and is carefully guided by management, and in Marx' society of workers, where there would be 
revolutions. Although management has the potential of being a guiding force in a knowledge society, 
the reality is, workers are weary of the probing stare of management. Knowledge workers, enjoy their 
independence from the scrutiny of a manager in their daily activities, but only because management is 
too distinct to challenge diversity. 
What is left for those that may fall on the outskirts of Drucker's highly specialized educationally 
astute society? Drucker proposes the "social sector" as the entity that will remain pure to political 
and individual gains, but primarily for those that may not have achieved the required knowledge in a 
knowledge society (237). Drucker claims in the absence of the community the social sector will handle 
the maladies of a knowledge society. He argues that the social sector will focus on the whole human 
being, physically, spiritually and psychologically. The social sector maybe a novel and respectable ideal, 
but the evidence today points to the other direction; the jails are filled with those who do not achieve 
knowledge as their passport to success. The knowledge system, which is Drucker's premise, is in 
shambles creating problems of vindictiveness with knowledge-deprived folks. 
Drucker presents a new paradigm to describe the new age of knowledge that is slowly unfolding. 
The downfall in this new society is that even though it will be peaceful and not violent like Marx's 
predictions of violence, the knowledge in the knowledge society will remain for those who could afford 
it, creating problems of knowledge capitalism because the fortunate and wealthy will undoubtedly 
have the access to the best knowledge. His solution to the problem is the social sector. Today, the social 
sector in many respects is under-funded and unmanned. Furthermore, the community will be neglected 
because those who are specialized will remain in their pseudo worlds, such as the universities, companies 
or organizations. Then, in spite of the profusion of knowledge, the poor and disenfranchised will still 
remain knowledge deprived. 
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